ABSTRACT With the emergence of affordable smart mobile devices (such as smartphones and tablets) running innovative applications have severely overloaded the cellular network. To cope with this issue, there have been many efforts to offload the traffic from the cellular network to other complement networks, for instance, Wi-Fi and device-to-device (D2D) communications. In this paper, we formulate the traffic offloading issue as a link prediction problem in opportunistic D2D network, which is targeted to alleviate the overburdened cellular network traffic and reduce the delay time. Considering the complexity of realistic networks, we employ three indexes of link prediction: common neighbors, Katz, and LRW index. To measure the performance of our proposed algorithm, we analyze it is offloading traffic capacity along with delay minimization among users in different networks. It is demonstrated that our proposed link prediction solution can efficiently offload up to 80% of the cellular traffic.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the ubiquitous connectivity through mobile wireless networks coupled with state-of-the-art affordable smart mobile devices running innovation applications and services have completely changed our way of living. The never-ending trend in provisioning of affordable smart mobile terminals, such as smartphones and tablets have caused explosion of data traffic load. Cellular networks have become severely overloaded. According to the Cisco VNI report [1] , it is predicted that traffic from wireless and mobile devices will account for more than 63% of total IP traffic by 2021. Furthermore, smartphone traffic will exceed PC traffic by 2021. This explosive wireless traffic growth is continuously pushing the mobile network operators to seek alternate economical solutions or technologies to release the pressure on the cellular network needs. Mobile operators upgraded their network infrastructure via new spectrum and small-cells deployment, which greatly increases the cellular network capacity but at the cost of heavy capital expenditure (CAPEX) and operational expenditure (OPEX). Moreover, the speed of infrastructure upgradation is far low than the explosive growth of cellular traffic.
Therefore, there is a dire need to put forward novel, economical, and effective methods to offload traffic from the cellular network.
To cope with this traffic explosion problem, there have been many efforts to offload the traffic from cellular network to other complementary networks, such as Wi-Fi and deviceto-device (D2D) communications [2] . Mobile data offloading is designed to transfer the data that is originally planned to transmit through cellular networks to other complementary networks. It is a promising approach to offload partial data traffic to other networks. Many studies proposed to offload traffic through Wi-Fi, femtocells, and opportunistic communication networks. Data traffic offloading through Wi-Fi can relieve the over-burdened cellular network to a certain extent, but the coverage of Wi-Fi is small and it can only be carried out indoors. Femtocell is a small low power cellular base station, which is generally used in home or small businesses to improve the indoor signal coverage, increasing the network capacity, and ultimately ameliorate the quality of service. However, femtocell has no unified mechanism for the network planning and optimization, apart from the backhaul issues. Moreover, operation of femtocells in co-channel deployment mode under heterogeneous network can further deteriorate the network's interference situation.
Opportunistic communication is considered as one of the most promising techniques, which not necessarily needs complete communication path between the source and the destination nodes [3] . When two mobile devices are in the communication range of each other, the contents can be transmitted between the devices. Based on the ''storage -carryforward'' network architecture, the time delay phenomenon comes forth in opportunistic communication.
We consider the delivery of non-real time data, which can tolerate time delay via opportunistic network. The nodes that carry the data move according to their own mobility trajectories. When the nodes are in the proximity or communication range of each other, the data is transmitted to the other nodes opportunistically. As we know that in opportunistic network the data carrying nodes are called seeds. The seed nodes receive their data directly from cellular network, and then opportunistically disseminate the data to others nodes interested in that data. Here two questions arise: 1) which nodes in the opportunistic network can work as seed nodes, and 2) how many seed nodes need to be involved in this process. In this paper, our approach is to select a small subset of most feasible nodes as the seed nodes.
Link prediction-based, as the name suggests, is a method to maximize traffic offloading based on link prediction. We leverage this method for identifying and choosing the suitable seed node, and onwards the seed nodes do the most possible data transmission in the minimum delay time, so as to maximize the traffic offloading. However, from a user perspective, the most important aspect of the service is the quality of service (QoS). It is pertinent to mention here that QoS reduces with the increase in time delay and subscribers feel dissatisfied. Therefore, we should achieve a trade-off between traffic offloading and time delay.
In this paper, we formulate the traffic offloading issue as a link prediction problem, in a very general way such that we can apply and try different link prediction algorithms. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time to apply link prediction for solving the traffic offloading problem. As a matter of fact, many of the current works have been proposed on the basis of structure and characteristics of the network. Han et al. [4] used the historical mobility information to identify the seed set, which are applied to the information delivery in the future. Barbera et al. [5] proposed VIP delegates selection strategies based on social network properties. However, the main data of the network obtained by sampling are relatively limited, which may produce false edges and lost edges. We call these networks observational networks. Wrong network information has a negative impact on our seed nodes' selection. Therefore, we use the link prediction method to reconfigure the network. Our goal is to explore the forgotten information in the real network as much as possible and restore the real network.
Our paper novel contributions are summarized as follows:
• We propose a framework to maximize traffic offloading and simultaneously minimize delay time. This scheme (Link prediction-based) is effective and robust.
• We formulate the traffic offloading problem as a link prediction problem in a very general way, in order to apply and try different link prediction algorithms.
• We leverage the link prediction method to remove the links that may not be real, and add the edges that are likely to exist but are not observed. In this way, we can reconstruct a more realistic network structure based on the network observation.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section II, related works are discussed. While in Section III, we formulate the traffic offloading problem as a link prediction problem. In Section IV, we provide a brief background on the Link Prediction algorithm and discuss how it is used in the offloading problem in Section V. We evaluate the performance of all the considered offloading approaches in Section VI. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORKS
In this section, we briefly review the different methods of data offloading and the main literature on offloading.
Existing academic or industrial research efforts mainly focused on data offloading in cellular networks, and significantly contributed in finding suitable solutions. Among them, a variety of solutions to the data offloading problem are the following works [6] - [11] . Different from research works, which don't take into account the delay in data offloading problem, Rebecchi et al. [6] proposed two methods based on delayed offloading and non-delayed offloading. Nondelayed offloading here means to transfer data on the spot via spontaneous connectivity. For example, interactive audio and video streams need real-time transmission. This method can improve users' satisfaction because it involves almost no time delay. Different from [6] , Lee et al. [7] introduced a quantitative research on the performance of 3G mobile data offloading through WiFi network. He carried out the simulation without using any delay transmission. In another work, Siris and Kalyvas [8] predicted encounter and contact information between nodes and WiFi hot spots through nodes mobility, for both delay tolerant and delay sensitive traffic. Delayed offloading usually has a deadline, data transmission can be done with a certain probability within the deadline. If data transmission is not completed by the expected deadline, nodes will download the data directly from cellular network. in another work, Han et al. [9] formulated the seedset selection as an NP-hard problem, and presented three different algorithms for the seed-set selection problem, which are named as Greedy, Heuristic, and Random.
The data offloading process can be performed with or without the assistance of infrastructure. In this regard, Wang et al. [10] categorized the existing mobile data offloading techniques into two types: infrastructure-based offloading and infrastructure-less offloading. The former refers the WiFi or femtocell and the later denotes the D2D network to help in data offloading. Therefore, Bulut and Szymanski [11] exploited WiFi AP and proposed a deployment algorithm based on the density of user data request frequency. It is worth to mention here that WiFi or femtocell can only be deployed indoors while providing small coverage and reduce the load of cellular network to a certain extent. Opportunistic offloading becomes a new trend of mobile data offloading. The increase in the number of mobile devices makes it possible to transmit information directly between mobile devices, without using any infrastructure. Specifically, opportunistic communication that leverage proximity between nodes to transmit information. If two devices have interfaces to communicate with each other, they can transmit data to each other within the range of communication. In order to achieve the purpose of data offloading, we need to select a set of nodes, called seed node set. The seed nodes get data from cellular network, and then transmit data to other nodes through opportunistic communication within the range of communication. In this regard, Barbera et al. [12] proposed a scheme that utilized users' social attributes for seed nodes' selection.
Different from the above discussed works, Li et al. [13] established a mathematical framework to cope with the exponential vehicular traffic growth. The authors framed it as a linear constraint problem by considering heterogeneous data, users' interests, and participants' storage. Overall, noninfrastructure offloading usually requires to select a seed node set. Most of aforementioned methods explored the nodes behavior (e.g., nodes' geographical position, contact patterns, and social attributes) to select a suitable seed node set for promoting the dissemination of opportunistic offloading. Moreover, in many simulation experiments, the observational data is used in real experiments, such as MIT data and Infocom data. For better illustration, we show few examples of data used in experiments like Sciancalepore et al. [14] used the Infocom 2006 and the San Francisco mobility traces. Similarly, Li et al. [15] conducted his evaluation based on two real vehicular mobility traces (i.e., Shanghai and Beijing). Due to experimental errors or noise, the observed network is often incomplete, and there may be false or missing edges, therefore, we call these networks as observational networks. Incorrect network information has a negative influence on seed nodes' selection. Consequently, we are motivated to use the link prediction method for reconfiguring the network, and explore the network's forgotten information as much as possible to restore the real network.
III. SYSTEM OVERVIEW AND PROBLEM FORMULATION A. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
We assume that all nodes have two interfaces: cellular network interface and Bluetooth interface. On the one hand, the nodes can connect to the cellular network. On the other hand, they also can carry out opportunistic communications through Bluetooth. We consider that all the contents have time-limit, so they have to be delivered to users within the deadline. We define the maximum deadline and denote it as D.
In our proposed scheme, a central controller is deployed for recommending the best seed node in our mobile data offloading system. The target of the central controller is to make decisions, such as which nodes will be selected as seed nodes based on the network structure and users' demands. According to the system requirements (i.e., to maximize data offloading and minimize the time delay), the central controller can dynamically select the seed nodes. Subsequently, the seed node directly downloads data from the cellular network and then passes it through the opportunity network to the interested nodes, which is bound to cause transmission delay. As the delay time increases, the users' satisfaction decreases, therefore, existing literature put forward an incentive mechanism to motivate seed nodes through virtual currency payment. In this paper, we leverage the same incentive mechanism as in [16] , if any user is chosen to perform data offloading; the operator will provide the corresponding compensation. As the focus of this paper is not the incentive mechanism, therefore, interested readers can refer that paper.
In our opportunistic offloading system, some seed nodes participate in offloading mobile traffic. The data is passed to the seed nodes directly from the cellular network. Subsequently, the seed nodes then send the data to other nodes via opportunistic communications using Bluetooth technology. The data offloading process is shown in Figure 1 . In our system, there are two types of nodes: seed nodes and ordinary nodes, respectively. As shown in the Figure 1 , first, the seed nodes directly receive from concerned cellular network, then these seed nodes further transmit the data to ordinary nodes leveraging opportunistic communication. When the limit of delay time is reached, the ordinary node gets data directly from the cellular network. Before dwelling into further detail, first, we discuss how to model the user interest.
B. USER INTEREST MODELING
In this section, we will discuss different interests of the nodes in a mobile data offloading system. As we all know, different nodes are interested in different types of data, e.g., some nodes have interest in sports events and others have in films. Similarly, some types of data are popular that attracts many nodes, while others are unpopular and they are less attracted by the nodes. In this situation, we are motivated to quantify how much a node likes different data, along with modeling the mobile data's popularity. Specifically, for all of the mobile data, we use k keywords to describe them, denoted as a vector with k elements. For example, the data j can be represented as a k-dimensional vector I j = (i j,1 , i j,2 , . . . , i j,k ) , where each element indicates the importance of the corresponding keyword. In this way, we can define the popularity of each data. Similarly, each user User i can be represented as U i = (u i,1 , u i,2 , . . . , u i,k ) , where each element represents the degree of interest in the corresponding keyword. The degree of interest user i has in data j can be acquired as
To get better understanding of the Equation (1), we illustrate it in a mathematical way, as shown in Figure 3 . The angle θ reflects degree of user i interest in data. When the interest(U i , I j ) approaches to 1, the θ decreases to 0.
In practical application, we can easily collect the mobile data information to build the corresponding vector. However, it is hard for us to capture each users's different interests in different data. To solve this issue, users' past preferences are used to build their corresponding vectors. Its implementation is shown in Figure 2 . At first the content is abstracted into a vector, and then the user's favorite feature vector is described according to the user's past preferences; finally, the user's interest list is generated. According to the above analysis, it follows that the Algorithm 1 is designed to calculate user i's interest in data j. 
Algorithm 1 Calculate User i's Preference for Data

IV. LINK PREDICTION INTRODUCTION
In this section, we will introduce some methods of link prediction. In existing literature, there are many methods proposed for link prediction problems, for instance some are based on similarity, maximum likelihood, and probabilistic models. Similarity based Link prediction forecast links among nodes established on similarity score or similarity index calculated among a pair of nodes. Those pair of nodes showing high similarity value will tend to form a communication link in future. In our scheme, we select the node that is most likely to meet the destination node as the seed node, which can achieve a better offloading effect to some extent. In this situation, the critical issue is how to define the similarity of the nodes.
We consider three well-known similarity indices: common neighbors (CN) index, Katz index, and local random walk index (LRW). In the following, we define them briefly and explain how they can be applied for data offloading.
1) COMMON NEIGHBORS (CN) INDEX
CN index is also called structural equivalence [17] , and it is one of the simplest techniques leveraged for link prediction. It is most likely that two nodes can form a connection if they have scores of common neighbors [35] . For a node, we denote y as the set of neighbors of x. The similarity between two VOLUME 7, 2019 nodes is defined as the number of their common neighbors, namely
2) KATZ INDEX
This index considers all the paths to the network and is defined as [18] :
where α > 0 is an adjustable parameter that controls the path weight and paths <l> x,y represents the number of paths with path length l that connects nodes v x and v y .
3) LRW INDEX
Liu and Lu [19] proposed a similarity index based on the idea of local random walk of the network. Assume that a particle starts from node v x at time t. Given any node v y the probability that the particle go from node v x to node v y at t+1 is defined as π xy (t). The system evolution equation can be obtained accordingly as:
By setting the initial resource distribution of each node to q x , LRW is defined as:
LRW has a relatively small computational complexity and is suitable for large networks.
In our proposed scheme, we use an unweighted and undirected graph G, denoted by G (V , E) ). The set of nodes is designated by V = {v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v N } and the set of edges is represented by E = {e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e M }. The degree of node v i is referred by k i . We divide the known edge set E in the network into two parts i.e., training set E T and the test set E P . Clearly,
Moreover, we set 90% of edges as training set E T , leaving 10% of edges as test set E P .
To measure the accuracy of the link prediction algorithm, we use a standard index, area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC). AUC refers to the area under the ROC (receiver operating characteristic curve) [20] curve. In fact, AUC can be regarded as the probability that the score value of randomly selecting one side in the test set is higher than the score value of a non-existing side that randomly selects this [21] . Assume that we implement independent comparison n times. As a result, there are n times when the score of the tested edge is greater than that of the non-existing edge. There are two equal scores for n times. AUC is thus defined as:
Obviously, ACU = 0.5 if all the scores are randomly generated. While ACU > 0.5, it measures how well the algorithm is more accurate than the method chosen at random. Precision is also an index of measuring the link prediction algorithm.
V. OFFLOADING THROUGH LINK PREDICTION
In this section, we show how link prediction methods are used in the offloading problem. As stated earlier, central controller will recommend the best seed node in our mobile data offloading system. The central controller is aimed to make seed nodes' decisions based on the network structure. According to the system requirements, the central controller can dynamically select the seed nodes. The network topology is shown in Figure 4 . When the user requests data, the user sends request information to the central controller. Request information consists of user ID, data ID, tolerate delay, and location (user ID, data ID, tolerate delay, location). During the tolerate delay time, users tend to receive the requested data through opportunistic communication. When tolerate delay time is expired, then users directly download the data from the cellular network.
The central controller needs to maintain the request table. When users request data, the user sends request information to the central controller, and same requests saved in the request table. For example, as shown in Figure 5 , user 1 requests for data 1 and the tolerate delay time is 5 hours. (user1, data1, 5h) is saved in request table. Within 5 hours, if user 1 receives data, user 1 will send a confirmation message to the controller; consequently, the controller will delete the request in the request table. If no data is received, user 1 will directly download data from the cellular network and send a confirmation message to controller as well so that the request table can be updated in time. For this purpose, an Algorithm 2 is proposed to handle the process.
VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we conduct substantial simulations to evaluate the performance of our proposed algorithms. For this purpose, we will compare our algorithm with the base line random selection algorithm. The principle of the random algorithm, as the name suggests, is based on random selection of seed nodes.
A. SIMULATION SETUP
In our paper, we only consider a single community. As described in the fourth section, we will conduct the simulation experiments using CN, Katz, and LRW index. Some social networks are crawled for experiments. Starting from a node, we perform breadth-first traversal and record the interconnection of nodes. Since the complete network is too large, we only intercept two subnets.
In the following, we will describe the offloading procedure through Algorithm 2. First, we import data and set the training set ratio (line 1, 2). Then we conduct 100 independent experiments (line 3). We divide training set and test set respectively (line [4] [5] . Calculate the value of AUC through CN, Katz, and LRW index (line 7-15). According to the result of function getSeeds(), we select the first h seeds to help offloading (line [16] [17] [18] . Finally, the seed nodes send the content to other nodes and update request table of the controller (line 21-22) Table 1 shows the characteristics of a complex network where N denotes the number of nodes, E represents the number of edges, < k > designates the average degree, < d > represents the average path length, and C refers the clustering coefficient. From Table 1 , we observe that Network 1 is a dense network and Network 2 is a sparse network. The average degree and clustering coefficient of the two networks have relatively large differences, whereas the average shortest path is not much different. We will study these two types of networks.
Algorithm 2 Data Offloading
B. PARAMETER SETTINGS
We evaluate the performance of our methods through extensive simulations. All the results are averaged over 100 simulations. Figure 6 shows the AUC calculated by CN index. We find that Network 1 (i.e., dense network) has a larger AUC value, while Network 2 (i.e., sparse network) has a smaller AUC value.
There is an important parameter α in Katz, which is the adjustable parameter to control path weight. In order to achieve better results, we set α between [0.001, 1]. Figure 7 shows the changes of AUC with different parameters of Katz.
As can be seen from the figure, Katz has good prediction accuracy at 0.01 and 0.001 in the two networks. Therefore, we employ these two parameters (i.e., α = 0.01, α = 0.001) to conduct the experiments. LRW has relatively low computational complexity and is suitable for larger networks. We set the LRW parameters t to 2, 3, 4, and 5. Figure 8 shows the changes of the AUC with different parameters of LRW.
As can be seen from the figure, the AUC values of the two networks are significantly different while the step length t is 2. Network 1 has a slight decrease in AUC as the step size increases, and network 2 gradually increases in AUC as the step size increases. Therefore, we set t to 3,4, and 5 in following experiments.
Why are the two networks so different as the step size increases? It is revealed from the experiments that the optimal number of walking steps is positively correlated with the average path length of the network. The average path length of Network 1 is 2.24, so, the AUC is relatively large when the step size is 2. However, the average path length of Network 2 is 3.97, and the AUC is relatively small for the step size of 2, when the step size increases the AUC gradually increases.
To evaluate the quality of a link prediction algorithm, we divide the data set into test sets and training sets. The size of the test set and the training set will have a significant effect on the results.
C. OFFLOADING EFFICIENCY
In order to evaluate the performance of our approach, we compare the offloading ratio of various methods. We assume that the size of Content 1 is s, and the number of nodes interested in Content 1 is N. The number of nodes that get content through the Opportunistic Network is Opp. The offloading ratio is defined as the percentage of nodes that get content from opportunistic network. The offloading ratio is computed as follows:
The central controller selects h important nodes as seed nodes among all the interested nodes according to the link prediction results. Through a period of simulation, we get the results shown in Figure 9 .
Let us now analyze the obtained results for different networks. As we can see from Figure 9 (a), in a sufficient time, the dense network (i.e., Network 1) can get better offloading ratio through LRW-2, while Katz-0.01 has relatively low effect. The LRW algorithm only considers random walks with a finite number of steps, and therefore, the computational complexity is relatively small. It denotes that the LRW algorithm is suitable for large-scale network applications. For sparse network (i.e., Network 2), a different fact attracts us, such as CN and LRW-2 have a weak offloading effect, while Katz algorithm obtains better offloading ratio. Katz considers all the paths of the network and works well for sparse network.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have studied the seed nodes selection issue for traffic offloading problem. Our contributions are threefold. First, we proposed a scheme to maximize traffic offload and minimize delay time. Second, we formulated the traffic offloading problem as a link prediction problem in a very general way, such that we applied and tried different link prediction algorithms. Finally, we used the link prediction method to remove the links that may not be real, and add the edges that are likely to exist but are not observed. We can reconstruct a more realistic network structure based on the observation network. However, we only studied a single community. In the future, we will study the data offloading from multiple communities. 
